
Easy Ways To 
Increase Selling 
Power

A Write Like A MADMAN Marketing List



Every marketing piece you create – webpage, 
brochure, advertisement, etc. can be made more 
powerful by incorporating one or more of the 
suggestions below.  Evaluate your current pieces 
to see if they measure up.  And if they don’t, fix 
them immediately.  They could be costing you 
sales every day.



Use short, simple words.1
Use present tense, second person.2
Use short paragraphs – no more than five lines.

Place captions on illustrations.

3
4



Offer free information – info comes before 
“sales talk”.

5
Use selling copy rather than style copy.6
Make your claims specific – not general.

If you sell products, study the descriptions in the 
well-known catalogs

7
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Never say, “Salesperson will call” or ask 
prospects to, “call for prices”.

9

Do some free market research by asking friends 
and neighbors what they want and expect from 
businesses in your industry.
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Do more free market research by asking your 
customers “why they buy from you”.  Use the 
answers to construct a strong Unique Selling 
Proposition and other messages.

11

Avoid trick and cutesy slogans and taglines.  Go 
with simple, benefit-oriented statements instead.12



Avoid trite, tired, meaningless clichés and 
platitudes no one believes*.

13

Include informational offers for Future Buyers 
as well as incentivizing offers for Now Buyers.14

*See my Tip, “25 Overused, Meaningless, Trite and Hackneyed Clichés Nobody Believes”  



Small business copy should focus on selling a 
specific product or service (e.g. your financial 
planning service) – not the general product class 
(the need for financial planning).  Doing that will 
just help your competitors.

15

Your pieces should sell, not just remind.16



Make every piece a complete sales talk.17
Use long copy if your product or service needs 
an explanation…but do it in as few words as 
possible.

18

You can’t force a person to buy.  You can’t bore 
a person into buying.  You can only interest a 
person to buy.

19



Arouse curiosity.20
Create Desire.21
Make your customers lives better.

Tell readers what to do next and give them a 
good reason why (benefit).

22

23



Special Note

For additional information and help on this topic, 
you may also the following Tip, Guide and Article:

• 25 Most Impactful Words In Marketing Today
• 45 MoneyWords For Kick-Ass Results
• K.I.S.S. Copy




